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Abstract
Intrusion detection systems (IDSs) can provide an effective solution for the information security
needs of a company. Well configured IDSs are able to automatically recognize attacks that target
either networks or hosts. IDSs can be categorized based on different aspects or properties. The
intrusion detection approach is one of the most important properties of the IDS algorithms. Based on
it one can identify signature based and behaviour based solutions. While the signature based approach
tries to recognize attacks by using a database of known attack signatures, the behaviour based one
first learns the normal behaviour of the supervised system and after finishing the learning process
tries to identify anomalies, i.e. significant deviations from the normal behaviour.
In this paper, after presenting the main ideas of the functioning of behaviour based IDSs we do a
survey on the currently most important anomaly detection types. Thus key features of statistical
based, knowledge based, and computational intelligence based techniques are introduced. In the latter
case methods applying fuzzy logic, neural networks, and clustering are described as well.
Advantageous and disadvantageous features of the different approaches are also presented.

Keywords: information security, signature based IDS, behaviour based IDS, Anomaly-Based IDS, fuzzy logic, neural
networks, clustering.

1. INTRODUCTION
An intrusion detection system (IDS) is a
software or hardware solution that automates the
monitoring and analysis of the network traffic
and user activities to strengthen the security of
an information system. The intrusion detection
consists of two basic processes, i.e. monitoring
the underlying system activities and analysing
the resulting log data [1]. Generally, IDSs can
be classified into two types based on the
considered information source, i.e. Host based
Intrusion Detection Systems (HIDS) and
Network based Intrusion Detection Systems
(NIDS) [2]. While members of the first group
mainly work with local (operating system
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related) information IDSs belonging to the
second group monitor network related events.
This paper focuses on the latter type.
An NIDS contains one or more sensors
connected to network interface cards that
acquire information about network traffic
volume, used protocols, source and destination
IP addresses, service ports, etc. [7]. This IDS
type usually is deployed in a segment or on the
border of a network, and mainly investigates the
network traffic. Usually it is capable to monitor
and protect several systems and devices.
The type of the applied analysis is the most
important aspect taken into consideration for the
categorization of NIDSs. Conform to it one can

identify anomaly detection
detection based IDSs [3].

and

signature

module compares it with the previously created
model. Based on the acquired knowledge the
detection module strives to determine whether
the analysed activity is harmful to the system or
not.

Fig. 1. Categorization of IDSs based on the
applied analysis

While signature based IDS solutions look for
the existence of known patterns or signatures the
anomaly detection technics compare the actual
behaviour of the system to its estimated
approach lies in the potential capability to
recognize new intrusion types [7]. Being an
intensively investigated and developing area our
paper focuses on the anomaly detection based
approaches.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 presents the main ideas of anomaly
based IDSs as well as the three main subtypes.
Section 3 is entirely dedicated to the
computational intelligence based BIDSs.

2. ANOMALY DETECTION
BASED IDSs
Although there are some differences between
the anomaly detection based IDS (also called
Behavior based IDSs - BIDS) subtypes but
generally they can function on two different
modes (see Fig. 2). In case of the training mode
the system is fed with sensor data that describes
the typical (normal) network and user behaviour.
This input is transformed and formalized into
the so called normal behaviour profiles by the
parameterization module. Based on these
profiles the training module creates a normal
behavioural
model
for
the
network
automatically, manually or in a combined way.
Next, the BIDS is switched into the detection
mode when it is used for its main purpose, i.e.
the strengthening of the network security.
In the detection mode the actual sensor data
is converted into actual profile by the
parameterization module and the detection

Fig. 2. BIDS functional architecture [7]

BIDSs create statistics for the logon time, the
time a user was logged in, the usually accessed
files, as well as for the frequency of the
modification and movement of these files, etc.
The advantage of the anomaly based approach is
its fast and dynamic adaptation capability to
unknown attack types.
The disadvantage of BIDSs is that they alert
the administrator and take counter measures
more often than knowledge-based IDSs due to
their high rate of false alarms [9]. Additionally,
a BIDS is less efficient in case of systems whose
behaviour pattern is not static enough for the
creation of statistics or in case of systems where
user activity is not monotonous. One has to take
extra precautions in course of the learning
actual intrusion as a normal behaviour [4].
BIDSs can be classified into three main
categories based on the data processing mode,
i.e. statistical based, knowledge based, and
computational intelligence based. The following
three subsections describe them briefly.
2.1. Statistical based BIDSs

Statistical based BIDSs monitor the network
traffic, examine the communication speed, the
used protocols and IP addresses focusing on the
differences from the allowed values. It examines
the current profile by comparing it to the normal
profile. If an anomaly occurs in the network the
anomaly measure is also calculated. If it exceeds
a predefined threshold an alarm is activated.
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This IDS type follows different activities and
creates reports about malicious activities using
statistical methods. Its shortcoming is its relative
high rate of categorizing an attack occurring in
course of the normal traffic as a normal activity
[5].

from this family are fuzzy logic, artificial neural
networks as well as clustering and several
optimization techniques. In this section, three CI
based BIDS approaches are presented, namely
artificial neural networks, fuzzy logic and
clustering based BIDSs.

2.2 Knowledge based BIDSs

Knowledge based BIDSs work with a
database containing information about previous
attacks. It is decided based on this samples
whether the monitored activity is categorized as
a hostile one or not. Actually this is the most
used BIDS model. Its advantage is that it
blacklists mistakenly significantly less traffic
than the other approaches. Furthermore, in
almost all of the cases it uses standard alerts that
are
easily understandable for
system
administrators. However, its demand on
continuous update and maintenance of the
sample database can be considered as a
drawback. Moreover, this type of IDS cannot
recognize new attack types. This shortcoming
can result in whitelisting a new, previously
unknown attack type and allowing it access to
the system.
2.3 Computational Intelligence based
BIDSs

Computational intelligence (CI) based BIDSs
can recognize and define rules and regularities
independently or with human help based on
sample data. They not only learn samples but
also became capable of making decisions on
their own in case of previously unseen data. CI
based BIDSs also use statistical analysis
techniques to improve their performance.
However,
they
usually
require
big
computational resources owing to the huge
amount of data to be processed.

3. COMPUTATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE BASED BIDS
APPROACHES
Computational Intelligence (CI) comprises a
family of nature inspired heuristics methods that
support various calculations related to artificial
intelligence tasks [8]. Frequently used tools
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3.1 Artificial Neural Network

ANNs are the most commonly used soft
computing technique in IDSs. An ANN is a
processing system that is inspired by the
biological nervous systems. It is composed of a
large number of highly interconnected
processing elements (called neurons) that are
working together to solve specific problems.
Each neuron is basically a summing element
followed by an activation function.
Some IDS designers apply ANN as a pattern
recognition technique [20]. Pattern recognition
can be implemented for example by using a
feed-forward neural network that has been
trained with a sample data set. When the initial
training process of the neural network is is
finished the ANN identifies the current input
pattern and it outputs the corresponding class. In
case of the lack of an exact match the neural
network gives an output, which corresponds to
the known input pattern that is the least different
one from the given pattern [17].
18]
proposed a distributed IDS system having three
modules, i.e. the central module, the Net-LAN
monitor and the H&N monitor. While the two
monitors analize host log data and network data
respectively, the central module is responsible
for alerting the end user and retraining the
system with new data vectors.

Ryan et al. presented anomaly neural network
based intrusion detection system called NNID
[21] of which presumption was that the user
computer system.
is described as a feature vector that
contains among others the connections of a
single user during a whole day and information

regarding the 100 most important commands
they used. The vector can be learned by an ANN
and so later the ANN can identify the current
user. If the actual behaviour does not match the
a possible intrusion is in progress and the
system administrator is alerted. NNID applied
backpropagation ANN and achieved an accuracy
of 96%
3.2 Fuzzy logic

Although on the surface there are always
exact facts and numerical data the process of
intrusion detection has to deal with vague
boundaries between normal behaviour and
anomalies. Besides being able to handle the
inherent vagueness fuzzy logic based solutions
also provide a self-explaining capability that can
be a useful characteristic when analysing their
functioning. Furthermore, they can easily
incorporate human expert knowledge expressed
in form of IF-THEN rules (see Fig. 4.).

dimensionality of the problem. The fuzzy
concept can find application at a higher level as
well. Decision fusion can employ fuzzy logic
(e.g. [14]) for making a final decision when
more than one different techniques are used for
intrusion identification purposes.
3.3 Clustering and identification of
outliers

The goal of cluster analysis is to identify
groups of objects in such a way that group
members are more similar (close) to each other
than to members of other groups. [11]. An
outlier is an object that is distant from other
objects and is not considered as member of any
clusters. It can arise as a result of some kind of
anomaly,
which
presents
a
potential
applicability in intrusion system development.

IF unusual_connection_count is high AND
destination_host_count is high AND
observed_service_port_count is medium_low THEN
service_scan_possibility is high
Fig. 4. Example rule for the detection of a host scan
on a given port aiming the identification of a server
[16]

There are several possible application areas for
the fuzzy approach in the field of intrusion
detection. For example Bridges et al. [12]
proposed a system that in the training phase
creates a fuzzy normal behaviour profile from
intrusion free log data using data mining
techniques and by creating fuzzy association
rules. Later in the detection phase new
association rules are created from the actual log
data and the decision is made based on a
similarity assessment. Anomaly detection can
also be viewed as an outlier detection (exception
mining) problem where the outlier points
represent abnormal behaviour, i.e. a possible
attack against the protected system.
Chimplee et al. [13] used fuzzy c-means
clustering for the identification of intrusion
attempts. They applied correlation analysis
based feature selection in order to reduce the

Fig. 5 Cluster and outliers

Scherer et al. [15] investigated the usage of
Farthest First Traversal (FFT), K-means and
COBWEB/CLASSIT algorithms for clustering
and support vector machine (SVM) for
classification. Taking into consideration
different attack types K-means based clustering
ensured the best average results.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Intrusion detection systems have become a very
important component of the defence systems of
individual computers and computer networks
facing various threats of malicious activities.
Although the IDS technology has a long history
with several approaches and solutions this field
is in continuous development.
This paper presented a survey on a main
category of IDSs, i.e. anomaly based intrusion
detection approaches. Depending on the applied
data processing mode three main BIDS
categories were identified. Beside the classical
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solutions the computational intelligence based
approach has gained more and more attention
recently. Here fuzzy logic and artificial neural
networks proved to be two straightforward
options especially due to the proper hardware
resource ensured by the current devices.
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